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My dearest learners 

 

Here we are half way through the term and the term work. We have covered 

a great deal of the work for this term.  

 

I am so incredibly proud of how each one of you has stepped up to the 

challenge and have kept focused on family, school work and your faith. 

Keep your spirits high and keep on chatting to your teachers and friends.  

 

Keep your spirits high and your faith firm in the foundation that your future is 

in GREAT hands.  

I am missing you all terribly.  

 

For the next 3 weeks we will focus on completing the following: 

 

• LANGUAGE REVISION 

• WRITING REVISION 

• POETRY 

Keep yourself safe, look after your family, stay in contact with friends and 

mentors and look up with HOPE.  

 

Mamma H 

Sarah Hattingh  
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WORK SCHEDULE 

4-8 May 

 

“Obstacles don’t have to stop you. If you run into a wall, don’t turn around and give up. Figure out how to climb 
it, go through it, or work around it.”– Michael Jordan 

 

 

  READ – A BOOK, MAGAZINE, NEWSPAPER ARTICLE OF YOUR CHOICE –  

            SIT BACK AND RELAX  
 
 
 

  DO: 

 

 

1. STIG OF THE DUMP CROSSWORDS AND WORD SEARCHES IN BRAINBOOSTING FUN 
PACK 

 
 

2. BRAINBOOSTING FUNPACK – TAKE A BREAK, HAVE SOME FUN. YOU DESERVE IT! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.keepinspiring.me/michael-jordan-quotes/
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WORK SCHEDULE 

11 – 15 May 

 

“The gem cannot be polished without friction, nor man perfected without trials.”– Chinese Proverb 
 

 LEARN: 

 

EXAM WORK: 

 

• SUMMARY FORMAT AND PROCESS – SEE VIDEO LESSON 

 

  READ – STIG OF THE DUMP CHAPTER 9  

 
 
 

  DO: 

 

 

1. STIG OF THE DUMP CHAPTER 9 - – Literature Study Guide 

 

2. DO 2 SUMMARIES – USE VIDEO LESSONS AND NOTES TO HELP 
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SUMMARY GUIDELINES 

What is important in summary is EXTRACTION and CONSTRUCTION 

1. EXTRACTION:   This is your ability to identify and extract the essential information in a passage. It reveals your 

ability to comprehend or understand not only the passage you are summarising, but also the 

summary instructions. 

2. CONSTRUCTION:  This is your ability to take this essential information and use it to construct/ make your own 

coherent, logical and fluent paragraph [HL] beginning with a topic sentence or list of facts [FAL]. 

To do this, you may have to rearrange some of the information and you will have to use linking 

words.  

 

THE AIM OF A SUMMARY IS TO GIVE A GENERAL OVERVIEW IN YOUR OWN WORDS. 

THINGS TO REMEMBER WHEN SUMMARISING 

1.  Always give your summary a title and do not include the number of words in your total. 

2. Write your summary as one paragraph [HL] or as a list [FAL]. 

3. Count the number of words you have used and write that number in brackets at the end of your summary. 

4. NO examples. 

5. NO listing. 

6. NO quotes. 

7. NO rhetorical questions. 

8. NO abbreviations 

9. NO figurative language 

10. NO repetitions [redundancy] 

11. Write in the 3rd person. 

12. Use linking words where necessary. {Conjunctions to join information together into logical facts} 

13. Write in a formal style 

14. Try to reduce sentences or phrases to one or two words. [Circumlocution] 
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Instead of           Try                        

 
afford an opportunity  allow, let 
as a means of to 
at this point in time now 
due to the fact that because 
during the period during 
has a requirement for  needs 
in a timely manner quickly, promptly 
in accordance with by, following, per, under 
in advance of before 
in regard to about, concerning, on 
in the amount of for 
in the event that if 
in the near future shortly, soon 
no later than June 1 by June 1   
pertaining to about 
provides guidance for guides 
under the provisions of under 
until such time as until 
with reference to about  
with the exception of 
Every year 

Except 
Annually 

 

SUMMARY 1 

The passage below titled HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR MENTAL HEALTH.  You have been asked 

to prepare a speech on mental health. 

You are required to do the following: 

• Summaries in your own words what the writer has to say about improving your mental 

health. 

• Present the SEVEN MOST IMPORTANT POINTS in a fluent paragraph. 

• Do not exceed 90 words in total 

• Use FULL sentences 

• Use your OWN WORDS as far as possible. 

• You are not required to give the summary a title. 

• State the total word count used AT THE END of the summary. 
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How to improve your mental health      

Research has shown that making certain choices in your day-to-day life can help improve your mental 

health.  By looking after your physical health you will improve your mental health.  For optimal 

functioning, eight hours’ sleep a night is recommended for most people.  It has been proven that 

exercise can alleviate stress, anxiety and depression.  Taking a brisk 10-minute walk an do wonders for 

your state of mind. 

 

By stimulating your five senses, you are able to appreciate your surroundings.  Listen to music, place 

flowers where you will see and smell them, get a massage, relax in a bubble bath, or cook a delicious 

meal.  In our busy lives it is important t make time for leisure.  You can watch an uplifting movie, have 

lunch with a friend or take a walk on the beach. 

 

Working out what affects your mental wellbeing can be done by identifying what triggers negative 

feelings.  In doing so, you can take steps to avoid or change bad mood triggers.  The people you 

choose to surround yourself with will affect and reflect who you are.  Surrounding yourself with 

negative people will only bring out the worst in you.  Life is to be enjoyed so avoid people who leave 

you feeling drained, negative, upset or unsettled. 

 

Give vent to your feelings.  It is the cheapest form of therapy.  Talking to a friend or family member 

can make a bad situation feel bearable.  One you let the bad out, you can make space for the good to 

filter in. 

         [Adapted from Jet Club, October 2013]  
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SUMMARY 2 

The passage below (TEXT B) is titled “A Serious Addiction”. Write a PARAGRAPH 

including 7 points describing the severe health effects of cell phone usage.  

• Present the SEVEN MOST IMPORTANT POINTS in a fluent paragraph. 

• Do not exceed 90 words in total 

• Use FULL sentences 

• Use your OWN WORDS as far as possible. 

• You are not required to give the summary a title. 

• State the total word count used AT THE END of the summary. 

   A Serious Addiction 

Despite what some may think, smartphone addiction is a very real phenomenon. 
 
Are you constantly hunched over your phone, engrossed in your Facebook feed? 
You could be putting your back under pressure if you are! 
Smartphones don’t just affect your health on a day-to-day basis – they may also cause long term, 
incurable side effects. Like neuralgia. This spinal-nerve condition causes symptoms similar to those 
you’d experience with a severe headache or migraine. 
 
Spending so much time staring at a screen can lead to anxiety and even depression as people expect 
constant updates and interaction from friends, and worry when these aren’t received. Having a 
smartphone means we’re always ‘available’ – to take calls, text messages, instant messages, social 
media notifications and emails. The workday no longer finishes at 6pm as emails continue to push 
through late into the night. 
We’re spending less and less time exercising – once we’ve fit in our daily dose of phone use, there’s 
no time! 
 
What’s really worrying is that, according to a study published in September 2015, the amount of 
caffeine in a double espresso has less of an effect on sleep schedule than bright light exposure at 
night! While most of us wouldn’t bring a double espresso to bed, we happily bring our phones. The 
light exposure can actually push back sleep time twice as long as coffee does, thanks to its ability to 
suppress melatonin, the hormone that helps with sleep timing. 
 
Disturbing research from the University of Arizona has discovered that the average phone has 10 
times the amount of bacteria that is found on a toilet seat! 
It turns out that most of us now have an attention span less than that of a goldfish. 
Could our smartphone addiction be at fault? 
That’s exactly what research from Microsoft claims. 
 
So, it seems the choice lies in your hands… 
 

http://www.naturallivingideas.com/17-natural-ways-to-banish-headaches-fast/
http://www.naturallivingideas.com/anxiety-and-essential-oils/
http://stm.sciencemag.org/content/7/305/305ra146
http://www.naturallivingideas.com/heres-why-you-should-stop-using-your-single-cup-coffee-maker-right-now/
http://www.naturallivingideas.com/10-warning-signs-your-hormones-are-out-of-balance-how-to-fix-it/
http://cals.arizona.edu/spotlight/why-your-cellphone-has-more-germs-toilet
http://cals.arizona.edu/
http://time.com/3858309/attention-spans-goldfish/
http://advertising.microsoft.com/en/cl/31966/how-does-digital-affect-canadian-attention-spans
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WORK SCHEDULE 

18 – 22 May 

 

“Hope is important because it can make the present moment less difficult to bear. If we believe that tomorrow 
will be better, we can bear a hardship today.”– Thich Nhat Hanh 

 LEARN: 

 

EXAM WORK: 

 

USE LITERATURE STUDY GUIDE 

 

• ELEMENTS OF POETRY – use video lessons  

• MAKE NOTES ON POEMS AS GIVEN BY TEACHER   
 

 

  READ – SHORT STORY PROVIDED   

 

“The Wish” by Roald Dahl 

UNDER the palm of one hand the child became aware of the scab of an old cut on his 

kneecap. He bent forward to examine it closely. A scab was always a fascinating thing; it 

presented a special challenge he was never able to resist. Yes, he thought, I will pick it off, 

even if it isn't ready, even if the middle of it sticks, even if it hurts like anything. With a fingernail 

he began to explore cautiously around the edges of the scab. He got a nail underneath it, and 

when he raised it, but ever so slightly, it suddenly came off, the whole hard brown scab came 

off beautifully, leaving an interesting little circle of smooth red skin. Nice. Very nice indeed. He 

rubbed the circle and it didn't hurt. He picked up the scab, put it on his thigh and flipped it with 

a finger so that it flew away and landed on the edge of the carpet, the enormous red and black 

and yellow carpet that stretched the whole length of the hall from the stairs on which he sat to 

the front door in the distance. A tremendous carpet. Bigger than the tennis lawn. Much bigger 

than that. He regarded it gravely, setting his eyes upon it with mild pleasure. He had never 

really noticed it before, but now, all of a sudden the colours seemed to brighten mysteriously 

and spring out at him in a most dazzling way.  
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You see, he told himself, I know how it is. The red parts of the carpet are red-hot lumps of coal. 

What I must do is this: I must walk all the way along it to the front door without touching them. 

If I touch the red I will be burnt. As a matter of fact, I will be burnt up completely. And the black 

parts of the carpet... yes, the black parts are snakes, poisonous snakes, adders mostly, and 

cobras, thick like tree-trunks round the middle, and if I touch one of them, I'll be bitten and I'll 

die before tea time. And if I get across safely, without being burnt and without being bitten, I 

will be given a puppy for my birthday tomorrow. He got to his feet and climbed higher up the 

stairs to obtain a better view of this vast tapestry of colour and death. Was it possible? Was 

there enough yellow? Yellow was the only colour he was allowed to walk on. Could it be done? 

This was not a journey to be undertaken lightly; the risks were far too great for that.  

 

The child's face—a fringe of white-gold hair, two large blue eyes, a small pointed chin peered 

down anxiously over the banisters. The yellow was a bit thin in places and there were one or 

two widish gaps, but it did seem to go all the way along to the other end. For someone who 

had only yesterday triumphantly travelled the whole length of the brick path from the stables to 

the summer-house without touching the cracks, this carpet thing should not be too difficult. 

Except for the snakes. The mere thought of snakes sent a fine electricity of fear running like 

pins down the backs of his legs and under the soles of his feet.  

 

He came slowly down the stairs and advanced to the edge of the carpet. He extended one 

small sandalled foot and placed it cautiously upon a patch of yellow. Then he brought the other 

foot up, and there was just enough room for him to stand with the two feet together. There! He 

had started! His bright oval face was curiously intent, a shade whiter perhaps than before, and 

he was holding his arms out sideways to assist his balance. He took another step, lifting his 

foot high over a patch of black, aiming carefully with his toe for a narrow channel of yellow on 

the other side. When he had completed the second step he paused to rest, standing very stiff 

and still. The narrow channel of yellow ran forward unbroken for at least five yards and he 

advanced gingerly along it, bit by bit, as though walking a tightrope. Where it finally curled off 

sideways, he had to take another long stride, this time over a vicious-looking mixture of black 

and red. 
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 Halfway across he began to wobble. He waved his arms around wildly, windmill fashion, to 

keep his balance, and he got across safely and rested again on the other side. He was quite 

breathless now, and so tense he stood high on his toes all the time, arms out sideways, fists 

clenched. He was on a big safe island of yellow. There was lots of room on it, he couldn't 

possibly fall off, and he stood there resting, hesitating, waiting, wishing he could stay for ever 

on this big safe yellow island. But the fear of not getting the puppy compelled him to go on.  

 

Step by step, he edged further ahead, and between each one he paused to decide exactly 

where he should put his foot. Once, he had a choice of ways, either to left or right, and he 

chose the left because although it seemed the more difficult, there was not so much black in 

that direction. The black was what had made him nervous. He glanced quickly over his 

shoulder to see how far he had come. Nearly halfway.  

 

There could be no turning back now. He was in the middle and he couldn't turn back and he 

couldn't jump off sideways either because it was too far, and when he looked at all the red and 

all the black that lay ahead of him, he felt that old sudden sickening surge of panic in his chest-

-like last Easter time, that afternoon when he got lost all alone in the darkest part of Piper's 

Wood. He took another step, placing his foot carefully upon the only little piece of yellow within 

reach, and this time the point of the foot came within a centimetre of some black. It wasn't 

touching the black, he could see it wasn't touching, he could see the small line of yellow 

separating the toe of his sandal from the black; but the snake stirred as though sensing his 

nearness, and raised its head and gazed at the foot with bright beady eyes, watching to see if 

it was going to touch. "I'm not touching you! You mustn't bite me! You know I'm not touching 

you!" Another snake slid up noiselessly beside the first, raised its head, two heads now, two 

pairs of eyes staring at the foot, gazing at a little naked place just below the sandal strap where 

the skin showed through.  
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The child went high up on his toes and stayed there, frozen stiff with terror. It was minutes 

before he dared to move again. The next step would have to be a really long one. There was 

this deep curling river of black that ran clear across the width of the carpet, and he was forced 

by his position to cross it at its widest part. He thought first of trying to jump it, but decided he 

couldn't be sure of landing accurately on the narrow band of yellow on the other side. He took 

a deep breath, lifted one foot, and inch by inch he pushed it out in front of him, far far out, then 

down and down until at last the tip of his sandal was across and resting safely on the edge of 

the yellow. He leaned forward, transferring his weight to his front foot. Then he tried to bring 

the back foot up as well. He strained and pulled and jerked his body, but the legs were too 

wide apart and he couldn't make it. He tried to get back again. He couldn't do that either. He 

was doing the splits and he was properly stuck.  

 

He glanced down and saw this deep curling river of black underneath him. Parts of it were 

stirring now, and uncoiling and beginning to shine with a dreadfully oily glister. He wobbled, 

waved his arms frantically to keep his balance, but that seemed to make it worse. He was 

starting to go over. He was going over to the right, quite slowly he was going over, then faster 

and faster, and at the last moment, instinctively he put out a hand to break the fall and the next 

thing he saw was this bare hand of his going right into the middle of a great glistening mass of 

black and he gave one piercing cry as it touched. Outside in the sunshine, far away behind the 

house, the mother was looking for her son. 
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  DO: 

 

 

1. SHORT STORY QUESTIONS   
  
 

(IN WORKBOOK – LEAVE A LINE BETWEEN EACH ANSWER) 

 

 

 

 

"The Wish" by Roald Dahl 

 

Answer all questions in your workbook  - LEAVE LINES BETWEEN ANSWERS 

 

Vocabulary (15 words) 
 

 

1. List ten words in the story that are connected with fear. 

 

2. List five verbs that describe the movement of the child along the path. 
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Comprehension 
 
 

Answer the following questions in full sentences. Use PEE model where you see * or when 

specifically instructed to do so. – Point/Fact – Example – Explain 

 

 

3. What effect did the carpet first have on the child? 

 

4. What was he afraid of as he walked across the carpet? 

 

5. What motivated and encouraged the child to start and continue on his journey? 
 

6. What did the child see as he looked down on the carpet? 

 

7. What was his mother doing? 

 

8. Why is the story called "The Wish"? * PEE 

 

Choose either 9 or 10.  Answer in a short paragraph. 
 

 

9. Is "The Wish" a story about self-confidence overcoming fear or about greed? Argue your 

case. * 

 

 

10. What frightens you? What do you do about frightening things, face them or avoid 

them? * 
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WORK CHECKLIST 

 
Personal reading time 

 

Brainboosting fun pack  

Poetry lessons and questions -  TO BE SENT   

Summary x 2  

Stig of the Dump section in the FUN PACK  

Stig of the Dump read up to Chapter 9  

Stig of the Dump Questions on Chapter 9 
 

 

 

 

 


